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Abstract

Real-time spatial referencing is an important alternative to tracking for designing spatially-aware ophthalmic
instrumentation for procedures such as laser photocoagulation and perimetry. It requires independent, fast
registration of each image frame from a digital video stream (1024 × 1024 pixels) to a spatial map of the
retina. Recently, we have introduced a spatial referencing algorithm that works in three primary steps:
(1) tracing the retinal vasculature to extract image feature (landmarks), (2) invariant indexing to generate
hypothesized landmark correspondences and initial transformations, and (3) alignment and verification steps
to robustly estimate a 12-parameter quadratic spatial transformation between the image frame and the map.
The goal of this paper is to introduce techniques to minimize the amount of computation for successful
spatial referencing. The fundamental driving idea is to make feature extraction subservient to registration
and therefore only produce the information needed for verified, accurate transformations. To this end, the
image is analyzed along one-dimensional, vertical and horizontal grid lines to produce a regular sampling
of the vasculature, needed for step (3) and to initiate step (1). Tracing of the vascular is then prioritized
hierarchically to quickly extract landmarks and groups (constellations) of landmarks for indexing. Finally,
the tracing and spatial referencing computations are integrated so that landmark constellations found by
tracing are tested immediately. The resulting implementation is an order-of-magnitude faster with the same
success rate. The average total computation time is 45.5 milliseconds per image on a 2.2 GHz Pentium Xeon
processor.

Index terms: biomedical image analysis, retinal image sequences, feature-based image
registration, real-time computing, scheduling, vasculature tracing, spatial mapping,
spatial referencing, mosaic synthesis.



1 Introduction

The present work is inspired by the need to build real-time, automatic image analysis tools to assist

ophthalmic procedures such as laser retinal surgery [20, 21, 23, 16], and perimetry [13]. In these

procedures, the core image analysis problem is to accurately locate specific points on the retina, such

as the location of a laser spot, and transform these locations into a pre-established spatial frame

of reference. We term this problem “Spatial Referencing”. Figure 1 illustrates spatial referencing

as a feature-based image registration problem where estimation of a spatial transformation from

on-line images to a pre-established spatial map is the central issue. Spatial referencing must be

performed quickly enough to enable measurements such as dosimetry calculations and to enable

real-time control decisions such as safety shutoffs. Frame rates of 30 milliseconds (ms) or higher

are desirable.

Spatial referencing should not be approached entirely as a frame-to-frame tracking problem,

despite earlier work in this area [1, 2, 24, 18]. Frequent, large-scale changes between images caused

by saccadic eye movements [12, 27], blinking, and glare mean that such incremental methods can

only work for relatively short durations. What is needed is the ability to locate the surgical tool (in

this case, a laser beam) absolutely, without using estimates from previous frames. This requires a

reliable spatial reference. Such a capability could be combined with short-duration frame-to-frame

tracking, as in the earlier work of Becker, [2]. Our focus here, however, is on the absolute spatial

reference.

In a recent work [29, 31, 32] we have described a new approach to spatial referencing in which

each image frame acquired on-line is registered to a spatial map of the retina pre-computed from

diagnostic images (Figure 1). The on-line image dimensions are 1024×1024 pixels and the geometric

transformation model mapping images onto the spatial map has 12 parameters [8]. Together, these

present special challenges when trying to meet frame-rate computational deadlines. Our approach

is based on a combination of techniques. Features used in registration are extracted from the

distinctive and stable vascular pattern of the retina using a fast, exploratory algorithm [6, 30, 35].

Quasi-invariant indexing is used to generate hypothesized correspondences between on-line image

features and features computed from off-line diagnostic images. A hierarchical, robust verification

and refinement algorithm is used to convert initial transformation estimates that use low-order
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models into the image-wide, 12-parameter, quadratic mapping [8]. This method is described in

more detail in Section 2 below.

In building on this algorithm to develop a reliable real-time spatial referencing system, several

issues must be addressed. The two most important are (1) making the core algorithms as efficient

and effective as possible, and (2) making the time required by the computation predictable [26, 17]

so that real-time measurement and control decisions can be made. The contribution of the present

work is an adaptive, opportunistic method to minimize and prioritize the feature extraction and

registration computations for successful spatial referencing. A separate paper, in preparation,

describes some of the real-time operating system design issues in addressing the second.

In addressing the efficiency issue, our design principle is to view the estimation and verification

of the 12-parameter transformation as the only required computation, and to develop opportunistic

methods to extract the minimum amount of information from the on-line image to accomplish this

goal. This leads naturally to algorithms that integrate partial feature extraction methods [30], and

spatial referencing computations [32]. This approach is shown to result in an order of magnitude

improvement speed with no significant loss of accuracy.

A graphic illustration of a good case is provided in Figure 10. The yellow outline in the figure

highlights the on-line image frame that was registered to a complete retinal mosaic. The green lines

indicate the vessels in the on-line image frame that were traced. In this case, tracing was applied

in just two of the small grid boxes (amounting to less than 1% of the image), but this provided

enough information from tracing to find an accurate image-wide registration. The rest of this paper

describes adaptive algorithms for achieving this level of efficiency.

2 Background on Retinal Image Tracing and Spatial Referencing

This section provides a summary of the feature extraction and spatial referencing algorithms.

These have been reported in previous papers and form the context for the computational efficiency

optimization techniques presented in this paper.
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2.1 Exploratory Algorithms for Tracing Retinal Vasculature

Recently [6, 30], we have described fast exploratory algorithms for tracing the retinal vasculature,

improving upon prior work [9, 10, 11, 25]. Our algorithms are based on modeling the vessels as

dark elongated structures with roughly anti-parallel edges. The algorithms proceed in three stages:

1. Grid analysis and seed point detection surveys the image along a grid of evenly spaced

pixel-wide horizontal and vertical lines through the image (Figure 2a). This estimates the local

image statistics and noise levels. Blood vessel seed points (Figure 2b) are found by locating

intensity minima between paired 1-D edges found within a given distance of the minima.

These positions are refined and verified by testing for the existence of a pair of sufficiently

strong 2-D anti-parallel (opposite direction) edges, using a set of directional kernels [34] in a

circular area around a seed.

2. Iterative tracing: Starting from a seed point, the algorithm iteratively (Figure 2c) traces

the vasculature by repeatedly detecting anti-parallel edges forming a blood vessel boundary,

placing a blood vessel centerline point midway between the edge locations (vessel centerlines),

and stepping along the associated direction (Figure 2c) . Landmark locations are determined

from the meeting and crossing of these centerline traces (Figure 2d).

3. Landmark refinement involves the use of a separate mathematical model for the bifurcation

and crossover locations to refine their locations to sub-pixel accuracy by fitting lines to the

traces near intersections and then finding the closest point to these lines [35].

2.2 Spatial Mapping and Referencing by Quasi-Invariant Indexing

Following feature extraction, the main spatial referencing algorithm [31, 32] is applied. This algo-

rithm is based on the idea of quasi-invariant feature indexing [22, 28, 36]. The following subsections

summarize this method, describing it in two parts: an off-line spatial mapping phase, and an on-line

spatial referencing phase.
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2.2.1 Off-line spatial mapping

This must occur prior to surgery, from diagnostic (off-line) images of the retina that is to be treated.

The goal of this phase is to generate a complete spatial map of the retina that can be used as a

reference coordinate system. An associated goal is to pre-compute as much information as possible

to make the on-line spatial referencing fast. The diagnostic images are traced to extract vascular

landmarks and centerlines. The images are registered using the hierarchical image registration and

mosaicing algorithms of Can et al. [8, 7]. This results in accurate geometric transformations linking

each pair of images. Then, in each image, pairs and triples of landmarks that are reasonably close

to each other (within about 20% of the image width) are identified and formed into “landmark

constellations”. A vector of similarity invariants — geometric measurements that do not change

under the application of a similarity transformation (scale, rotation, and translation) — is computed

from the locations and orientations of the landmarks in each constellation (Figure 3). These

measures are in fact quasi-invariant [4] because the similarity transformation is only approximate,

and therefore the vectors are called quasi-invariant feature vectors (QIFVs). QIFVs computed from

all constellations in all diagnostic images are stored in the spatial map using k-d trees, as in [3], for

fast lookup during the on-line phase. So, the complete spatial map consists of a set of images, their

traces, Euclidean distance maps of these traces, a set of pair-wise 12-parameter quadratic spatial

transformations linking the images, and the k-d tree indexing database.

2.2.2 On-line spatial referencing

During surgery, image frames are captured periodically (e.g. 30 frames/sec) from a digital camera.

Each of these frames must be registered to the pre-computed spatial map. For each image, Is, the

following procedure is applied. Is is traced to extract vascular landmarks and centerlines, and the

landmarks are grouped into constellations, as above. For each constellation, the quasi-invariant

feature vector (QIFV) is computed (Figure 3), and the k-d tree is searched for the closest matches.

Each such match determines a correspondence for two or three landmarks (depending on whether

size two or size three constellations are used) between the on-line image, Is, and one of the off-line

diagnostic images. The correspondences in each match are used to generate an initial similarity

transformation. This in turn is used to select the (approximate) nearest diagnostic image, Ij , to
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the on-line image and generate a similarity transformation between them. This new transformation

is tested for accuracy (verification) and refined (Figure 5) in a series of steps that lead to an image-

wide, 12-parameter transformation. At any point during this verification and refinement, if the

alignment of Is and Ij is too inaccurate, the hypothesis is rejected and another initial match is

considered. If the transformation between Is and Ij is verified image-wide, then spatial referencing

succeeds because the relationship between Ij and the entire spatial map is computed in advance.

Experiments show that the median number of matches tested is 2.

The verification and refinement steps both depend on generating correspondences between vas-

cular centerline points in Is and Ij . Each centerline point, xi, from the on-line image, Is, is trans-

formed onto the off-line image diagnostic image, Ij . From the transformed location, x′i, the closest

centerline point, ui, is found quickly using a pre-computed digital distance map [5] (Figure 4). For

verification, the median of the distances between all pairs of points x′i and ui is computed and

compared to an alignment accuracy threshold (usually about 1.5 pixels). For refinement, the pair

of points xi and ui becomes a (temporary) match. Using ui and the local curve normal, ηi, as

a local, linear approximation to the centerline contour, the centerline correspondence generated is

effectively a point-to-line correspondence. These are used to refine the transformation (Figure 5)

by minimizing the robust error norm given by:

E(p) =
∑
i

ρ
(
[ui −M(xi; p)] · ηi / σ

)
, (1)

where p is the set of parameters determining the quadratic, affine, or similarity transformations,

represented generically as M(·; ·) (see [8, 31]). Here ρ(·) is the sub-quadratic loss function of an M-

estimator [14, 19, 33], and σ is a robustly estimated error standard deviation. Statistical robustness

properties of the M-estimator are used to guard against spurious traces in the on-line image and

missing traces in the diagnostic image in the spatial map. Typically, minimization of (1) uses the

iteratively re-weighted least-squares algorithm [15], with only a few iterations. Convergence of the

above alternating matching and minimization procedure takes only a few iterations.

The refinement and verification steps are applied first locally in a small region around the

constellation using an affine transformation and then globally using an affine transformation and

again using the 12-parameter quadratic transformation.
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3 Minimizing the Cost of Spatial Referencing

The fundamental goal of this paper is to develop methods to maximize the speed of spatial refer-

encing. To this end, it is important to realize that spatial referencing is considered complete when

an accurate 12-parameter, image-wide transformation has been estimated and verified. Thus, speed

can be maximized if computations not leading to this outcome are eliminated.

Feature extraction (tracing) is the most expensive computation, consuming roughly 75% of the

total time, despite the significant computational reduction resulting using an exploratory algorithm

[6]. Our goal therefore is find ways to minimize the amount of feature extraction computation for

each image frame. The feature extraction computation provides landmark locations for indexing

and centerline points for verification and refinement. In examining ways to improve the efficiency

we consider first the relationship between feature extraction on the one hand and refinement and

verification on the other. Changes made to improve efficiency here will have a significant impact

on redesigning the landmark extraction part of the tracing computation.

3.1 Minimizing the Feature Extraction Required for Verification and Refine-

ment

The features used in verification and refinement are formed by selecting a subset of the centerline

trace points found in the on-line image, Ij . The initially tested sampling rate is 1/4 the points [29].

Sampling works for two main reasons. First, there are far more points in a complete trace than

are needed. Typical images contain about 4000 on-line trace points. Second, since blood vessel

orientation between landmarks changes slowly, a complete sampling is redundant and a relatively

coarse sampling provides a sufficient set of constraints.

We can take this sampling idea one simple step further and use the seed points detected during

grid analysis as the sampling of the vascular structure (Figure 2). Since the grid lines are regularly

spaced, the seed points provide a regular sampling throughout the image. Experimentally, we have

found that replacing the sampling of the traced vasculature with the seed points has no effect

whatsoever on the success rate of our spatial referencing algorithm and the average alignment error

changes from 0.65 pixels to 0.81 pixels. On average, on-line grid analysis produces 167 seed points,

all used in verification and refinement.
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Computationally, the implications of using sampled seeds in verification and refinement extend

far beyond the improvement in efficiency in the verification and refinement steps. Beyond seed

point detection and verification, the job of the tracing algorithm in support of spatial referencing is

reduced to find constellations of (two or three) landmarks. Previously, centerline points were needed

in addition to landmarks. Moreover, if the first landmark constellation found has a corresponding

constellation in the spatial map and if this correspondence is found through indexing the k-d tree,

then it will likely lead to a verified global transformation. Thus, the required job of tracing the

vasculature — the most time-consuming phase of the spatial referencing computation — can be

finding constellations of landmarks. In the best case only one constellation is needed and on average

only a few. In short, it is possible to completely eliminate the need for further tracing after good

constellations have been generated.

3.2 Minimizing Tracing Computation for Landmark Constellations

The next innovation is to substantially reduce the computations in locating landmark constellations.

The idea here is to use the grid analysis to predict the locations of landmarks and constellations

and then prioritize the selection of seed points for tracing based on these predications. A first

step toward this was taken by Shen et al. [30] in which the prioritization was based on landmarks

alone. Here we extend this idea to prioritization based on constellations. We will also introduce a

hierarchical grid analysis technique to further improve efficiency.

3.2.1 Prioritizing for Early Landmark Extraction

The seed points detected in the first step of the exploratory algorithm (Section 2.1) give initial

locations and orientations of blood vessel centerline points. The grid lines on which the seeds are

detected partition the image into boxes. The distribution of the orientations of the seed points over

a grid box provides strong hints about the presence or absence of a crossing/branching point within

the grid box (Figure 6). Boxes where the seed points have approximately the same orientation are

likely to just be intersecting a single blood vessel or two parallel vessels (Figure 6(e) and (f)), and

are therefore not likely to contain a landmark. On the other hand, boxes containing a diversity of

seed point orientations are much more likely to contain landmarks (Figure 6(b)-(d), (g)). Tracing

should be applied to seed points in these boxes first.
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Shen et al. [30] proposed a method for placing a priority on each box by combining a measure of

the seed orientation diversity (illustrated by the examples) with a measure of the strength (contrast)

of a seed point’s vessel boundaries. Let N be the number of seed points on a grid box b, let si

denote the estimated strength (contrast) of each seed point, and let θi be the estimated blood vessel

tangent direction at each seed. Then the “strength-weighted angular diversity” measure of grid

box b is given by:

q(b) =
N∑
i=1

si −
∥∥ N∑
i=1

si[cos 2θi, sin 2θi]
∥∥+N. (2)

The angle values are doubled so that for a box containing a pair of seeds with exactly opposing

orientations (anti-parallel) and the same strengths, the first two terms will exactly cancel. By con-

trast for a box having two equally strong perpendicular seeds, the second term will be 0, producing

a much higher value. We have augmented the original equation from [30] by adding the N term at

the end to bias q(b) toward boxes with more seed points.

Shen et al. [30] proposed prioritizing tracing by the value of q(b) (see Section 3.2.3 for details).

This strategy was shown to result in nearly optimal schedules for extracting landmarks, as mea-

sured by the number of landmarks extracted as a function of the number of tracing steps. One

limitation of this idea in the context of our desire to perform indexing with local constellations of

landmarks is that the first few landmarks thus detected may be scattered throughout the image,

and not close enough to form a constellation. In other words, successful spatial referencing really

requires prioritization that results in the best-possible local constellations of landmarks, and not

just individual landmarks.

3.2.2 Prioritizing for Early Constellation Extraction

Recall that the number of landmarks in a constellation is k, which is either 2 or 3, depending

on which QIFV is used. The distance between landmarks in a constellation must be at most R

(Section 2.2.1) and at least r, which is empirically determined to be about 2% of the image width.

The lower bound eliminates instabilities in constellations formed from landmarks that are too close

to each other.

Intuitively, once a landmark is formed during tracing, the tracing computation should be focused

on other nearby boxes containing high potential for landmarks. Here, “nearby” means distance
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between r and R. When looking for constellations of three landmarks, and a second landmark has

been found, potential landmark locations that are nearby both landmarks should have the highest

priority. This is illustrated in Figure 7.

This idea is easily quantified. During tracing, let n(b) be the number of landmark locations,

q, that have already detected and are within distance R but no closer than r of the center of grid

box b. Larger values of n(b) means that it is more likely that a landmark found in b will yield a

constellation. Therefore, we can augment the earlier strength-weighted angular diversity measure

of (2) to give a new, combined priority measure for a grid box,

Q(b) = (n(b) + 1) · q(b). (3)

3.2.3 Prioritized Tracing Computation

Here’s an outline of the prioritized tracing computation. Following grid analysis and seed point

detection, q(b) is computed for each grid box, n(b) is initialized to 0, and Q(b) is initialized to q(b).

The boxes are then placed in a priority queue. The following steps are executed until the priority

queue is empty:

1. The highest priority box, b, is removed from the priority queue. Tracing is run for all seed

points on the boundary of b, with tracing directed toward the box interior.

2. The endpoints of traces (within b or on the boundary) are tested to see if they form intersec-

tions. Any such intersections are formed into landmarks.

3. For each new landmark location, q, constellations are formed with nearby landmarks, if

possible.

4. For each new landmark location, q, n(b′) is updated for nearby boxes, b′. Q(b′) is recalculated

for these boxes, and the box positions in the priority queue are adjusted accordingly.

5. When a trace stops on the boundary of box b at a point that is not a previously detected

seed, a new seed is added for each neighboring box b′ (usually just one, but as many as three

at a corner) on which the new seed resides. In this case, q(b′) and, as a result, Q(b′) are

recalculated, and the position of b′ is adjusted in the priority queue. If b′ has already been
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traced, then it must be returned to the priority queue. When it is brought up for tracing

again, only the untraced seed points will be traced.

These steps are illustrated in Figure 8.

3.3 Integrating Tracing And Spatial Referencing Computation

Integration of the prioritized tracing procedure with spatial referencing is straightforward:

Grid analysis and seed point detection: The grid analysis and seed point detection algorithms

are applied to produce a set of seed points S and the initial values of n(b), q(b) and Q(b) are

calculated as just described.

Pre-emptive tracing: The prioritized tracing algorithm is run, but it is pre-empted (temporarily

halted) whenever a landmark constellation is found.

Indexing: For each constellation, the quasi-invariant feature vector (QIFV) is computed and the

two nearest constellation matches are found through indexing into the k-d tree. These matches

must be for different constellations found in the off-line images (not the same constellation in

different off-line images).

Refinement and verification: Each constellation matches generates an associated set of land-

mark correspondences. These correspondences are used to generate an initial transformation

between the on-line (surgical) image and one of the off-line (diagnostic) images in the spatial

map. This transformation is refined and verified as described in Section 2.2.2. The set of seed

points, S, together with a sampling of the current trace points is used as the sampling of the

vascular centerline points from the on-line image.

Termination: The algorithm cycles through pre-emptive tracing, indexing, and refinement and

verification until one constellation match leads to globally verified transformation or until the

priority queue of boxes is exhausted.

If the priority queue is exhausted then the next three best constellation matches are tried for

each constellation, as consistent with the original implementation. The number of landmarks in a

constellation is set at either two or three. Our experiments use two.
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The power of the integration of tracing and spatial referencing can be illustrated by considering

the ideal case: the prioritized tracing of grid boxes produces a constellation of two landmarks from

its first two boxes, and these lead to a verified spatial referencing result. In this case, just 2 out of

900 boxes (for a 30× 30 grid) are traced! Such an example is shown in Figure 10(a).

3.4 Hierarchical Grid Analysis

A hierarchical component can be added to the integrated tracing and spatial referencing algorithm

to further improve its computational performance. The motivation is that large blocks of the image

where there are few blood vessels, especially on the periphery of the retina, can be identified and

hence ignored based only on a coarse analysis. Similarly, coarse analysis can be used to identify

and focus computation on feature-rich regions.

Several techniques are needed to realize this idea. The image is initially divided up into m× n

grid boxes formed by evenly spaced horizontal and vertical lines. These grid boxes form the coarsest

level of the hierarchy, L0 and as a consequence, m and n are typically small (e.g. m = n = 4).

Grid boxes are formed at subsequent levels of the hierarchy, Li, i = 1, . . . ,m, are formed recursively

by subdividing a subset of the boxes at level i − 1 (see Figure 6), based on priority. Level Lm is

the finest (full) resolution, and corresponds roughly to the original boxes in the non-hierarchical

version of the algorithm. Tracing is only applied at level Lm. To do this, m + 1 priority queues,

Pi, are formed, one for each level. Priorities for boxes at levels 0 through m − 1 are based on the

strength-weighted edge-angle diversity measure (Equation 2), q(b). Priorities at level Lm are based

on Q(b) (Equation 3), which combines q(b) with n(b), the number of landmarks that have already

been detected near the box.

Initially, the m × n grids are analyzed to detect seed points as described in Section 2.1. The

set S is initialized to contain these seeds. Then, each level 0 box, b, is analyzed to compute q(b),

and the boxes are placed in priority queue P0 according to q(b). The priority queues at the other

levels are initially empty. The following procedure is repeated until one transformation has been

globally verified or until all queues are empty (and no transformation is estimated):

1. For i ∈ [0, . . . ,m− 1],

(a) Remove the top 2i boxes from priority queue Pi. This takes only one box from level L0
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and at most half of the boxes at any other level.

(b) Subdivide each removed level i box, br, to create four level i + 1 sub-boxes by drawing

a vertical and a horizontal line through the center of the box, and doing seed detection

along the new lines. Add the seeds to the appropriate boxes as well as to the overall set

of seeds, S. Distribute seeds from the boundary of br to the new sub-boxes.

(c) Calculate the priority in each sub-box and enter into priority queue Pi+1 for level Li+1.

At all levels except Lm use q(b) to prioritize the boxes; at level LM use Q(b).

2. Using priority queue Pm at level Lm, apply the combined prioritized tracing and spatial

referencing algorithm described in Section 3.3. Stop with sucess when an image-wide, verified

transformation is found. Otherwise, temporarily halt when 2m boxes have been traced and

repeat the above.

Several features of this procedure require further explanation. First, only a small subset of the

boxes at each level is chosen for expansion based on the idea that computation should be focused

only on the highest priority regions. Second, if a failure occurs within the first few (2m) boxes

at the finest level, the procedure returns to the coarsest level in order to refocus the computation

elsewhere in the image. Third, when a trace hits the boundary of a box where there previously was

not a seed, a seed must be added (see Section 3.2.3). This must be propagated up the hierarchy.

Note, however, that only at the finest level, Lm, is a box ever re-entered in the priority queue.

Overall, this hierarchical algorithm saves an additional 20% of the computation time over the

non-hierarchical approach, which is significant for this application.

4 Experimental Analysis

The proposed algorithm for integrated tracing and spatial referencing was evaluated on 373 1024×

1024 images captured from 18 healthy retinas using a TOPCON TRC/IMAGEMAP fundus camera

system. Our test methodology on the 18 data sets is based on the “leave-one-out” approach.

Suppose for a given data set (single eye) there are M images, T = {I1, . . . , IM}. One separate test

is run for each image Ij . The image set T − {Ij} is treated as the set of the diagnostic images

from which the spatial map is built, and Ij is treated as the on-line image to which the integrated
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algorithm is applied. Performance statistics are gathered by applying the algorithm to all different

values of j and to all data sets.

Figure 10 provides several example results of the procedure for integrating spatial referencing

with prioritized tracing. The illustrations show varying levels of success. Figure 10a shows the ideal

case in which spatial referencing succeeded after tracing just 2 boxes. This represents less than 1%

of the image. Figure 10b is an average case that required 7 boxes to be traced. Figure 10c shows

a less common case that required 55 boxes to be traced. Figure 10d illustrates a complete failure

where 133 boxes were traced, and yet spatial referencing was not successful. The failure is due to

having little overlap with the spatial map.

The significance of scheduling grid boxes based on landmark constellation prioritization (LC

— using Q(b) as the measure) can be measured by comparing it to scheduling based on landmark

prioritization (LM) alone and to random scheduling. For landmark priorization, q(b) is used in place

of Q(b) in the algorithm of Section 3.2.3; for random scheduling, the boxes are picked in random

order. In all cases, whenever a landmark is detected, the algorithm checks for the formation of a

constellation, and whenever a constellation is formed, indexing and spatial referencing are applied,

all as described in Section 3.3. The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 11 for a 2.2GHz Pentium

Xeon processor. Clearly, random scheduling requires more tracing, and overall computation before

spatial referencing succeeds. Landmark (LM) based prioritization reduced the tracing computation

to a large degree — by a factor of 2.5 on the number of trace points and 4.5 in the number of

traced boxes when compared to random prioritization. Landmark constellation (LC) prioritization

further improved the efficiency of spatial referencing, but only modestly. This is mainly due to the

fact that a large distance range (tolerance) between landmarks is allowed for forming landmark

constellations.

The hierarchical grid analysis improved the overall computation time by 20%. Most of these

improvements were in the seed point detection time and spatial referencing time, the latter being

directly attributable to the reduced number of seed points. In fact, the reduced number of seed

points causes four additional failures in the spatial referencing algorithm. The number of traced

boxes and traced points increases somewhat in the hierarchical algorithm because fewer boxes are

available in the initial prioritization.

For the vast majority of on-line images, fewer than 400 trace points are required to complete
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spatial referencing for both landmark-based (LM) and constellation-based (LC) scheduling, which

is only about 9% of the full-tracing effort. Unfortunately, 15 images generated more than 1000

trace points before succeeding, which explains why all the averages in Table 1 are substantially

larger than the medians. Most of these images are taken of the periphery of the retina and have

relatively low overlap with the other images that form the leave-one-out spatial map. Moreover,

these images tend to have fewer landmarks (average of 16 vs. 39 when the images are fully traced).

An important source of these extreme cases is our evaluation method itself. The leave-one-out

strategy for evaluating the spatial referencing algorithm occasionally results in a map with less

than complete coverage. Further evidence for this is the increased number of constellations tested

of the 15 images. For incomplete spatial maps, many constellations found in peripheral images are

not in the spatial map at all, which resulted in an average of 38 constellations for the 15 worst

images as compared to 5.5 overall. Our future real-time tests will use on-line images taken during

surgery, and will construct the spatial map using all diagnostic images. Ensuring that the spatial

map is complete should reduce the effects of peripherel images substantially. In general, however,

finding ways to reduce the time for the worst cases will be important for ensuring predictable

real-time performance, and therefore is an important consideration in ongoing research.

Finally, an important parameter in the algorithm is the number matching constellations ex-

tracted from the k-d tree for each landmark constellation. In our earlier implementation, where

all constellations were extracted before spatial referencing [29, 31], the five nearest neighbors were

extracted. The nearest was tested first for each constellation. If all failed, then the second nearest

was tested for each constellation, etc. In the integrated technique, the two best are tested for each

constellation before tracing is allowed to continue. If spatial referencing fails for the best two for

every constellation, then after all tracing is completed, the third best is tried for each constella-

tion, then the fourth best for each and then the fifth. Increasing the number tried before tracing

continues tends to improve the performance for the worst images, but also increases the overall

average and median times. This trade-off will require further investigation when true on-line image

sequences are available.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has described an adaptive method to minimize the amount of feature extraction com-

putation to achieve spatial referencing. The first innovation was to use tracing seed points from

the fast, grid-based analysis of the image as a sampling of the retinal vasculature in verifying and

refining transformations generated through invariant indexing. This implies that the actual ex-

ploratory tracing algorithm needs only to extract landmark and landmark constellations sufficient

for invariant indexing to generate initial transformation estimates. Therefore, the second innova-

tion, building upon the work of Shen et al. [30], was to prioritize tracing to extract landmarks and

landmark constellations as quickly as possible. The third innovation was to embed the grid analysis

and tracing computations in a hierarchial framework that focused computations on only the most

promising regions. These techniques were integrated into spatial referencing to aggressive test each

landmark constellation as a start to the registration process as soon as it was detected. The end

result is a remarkably fast, highly adaptive and effective method to achieve spatial referencing.

This work has demonstrated several design principles. First, it has shown the power of ex-

ploratory image analysis. Algorithms based on significant processing of each pixel would be several

orders of magnitude slower than the ones described here. Second, it has resulted in improved meth-

ods to prioritize spatially the already sparse computations associated with exploratory tracing of

vasculature. Third, it has demonstrated that feature extraction can be further minimized by an

effective tight integration of on-line vascular tracing with the spatial referencing of retinal images

in an opportunistic manner. These design principles and many of the techniques themselves can

and will be applied to new versions of the spatial referencing registration algorithm.

Interestingly, all of this was achieved on conventional off-the-shelf (COTS) computer hardware.

The execution times on a generic 2.2GHz Pentium Xeon processor already achieve a speed of roughly

20 frames/sec on 1024× 1024 size images. As computing speeds inevitably increase, the achievable

frame rates will increase accordingly.

Within the broader context of the intended application, much work remains. For example,

the proposed methods can be applied based on regions of surgical interest. The position of the

aiming laser, often present in instruments, can serve as another clue for prioritization. Reliability

and predictability are key issues in the design of hard real time and deadline-driven spatial ref-
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erencing systems. Finally, parallel computing techniques may be adopted to speed up the whole

tracing/spatial referencing procedure. In this context, the process of tracing the image in small

grid boxes enables simple coarse-grain parallelization by image tiling.
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Figures

Figure 1: Illustration of spatial mapping and referencing as registration problems. Spatial mapping
is performed prior to surgery. Diagnostic images (five are shown in A through E) are mosaiced
together to form a wide-extent spatial map of the entire retina. The spatial map consists of the
image mosaics (panel F), the surgical treatment region (green outline in Panel F) drawn by the
physician, and various data structures (described in Section 2) to support fast spatial referencing
during surgery. Spatial referencing is the problem of registering each image frame captured by
a camera (Panel G) onto the spatial map, effectively estimating the location of a laser beam
(illustrated as yellow cross-hairs on Panel G) relative to the spatial map. The red arrow illustrates
this mapping. Spatial referencing can for example, determine whether or not the surgical laser is
aimed within the desired treatment region.
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Figure 2: Illustrating the tracing algorithm for vascular feature extraction. Panel (a) shows the
grid used for analyzing intensity statistics and gathering seed points. Grids of 80 vertical and 80
horizontal lines, as shown, are used for off-line computations, whereas grids of at most 30 vertical
and 30 horizontal lines are used for on-line computations. Panel (b) shows the seed points detected
from the grid analysis. Panel (c) illustrates the application of templates for iterative tracing. Panel
(d) shows the blood vessel centerline points and landmarks (branching and cross-overs of the retinal
vasculature) detected.
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Figure 3: Illustrating the use of invariant indexing for spatial referencing. Panels (a)-(c) show three
sample image frames where the same vascular landmark constellation appears in red. Even though
the viewpoints are different, the relative positions of the landmarks remains approximately the
same. Panel (d) illustrates the calculation of the quasi-invariant feature vector from a constellation
of three landmarks. The locations of landmarks x1 and x2 are used to construct a coordinate
reference frame. The coordinates (α, β) of the third landmark, x3, in this frame form the first two
components of the QIFV. The orientations of the vascular segments are mapped into the range
(−π, π] in this frame, and the most negative angle (shown in bold) for each landmark forms the
other three components.
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Figure 4: Establishing matches for verification and refinement. Based on the current transformation
parameter estimate, point xi from the on-line image is mapped to location x′i in the selected off-line
image. The nearest tracepoint ui in the off-line image and its local curve normal η̂i are found from
the digital distance map that coincidences with the off-line image.
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Figure 5: Illustrating the transformation refinement process. The transformation of the on-line
image frame, I1, to the spatial map is illustrated by overlaying its transformed traces on top
of a mosaic of the off-line images. This shows some alignment error from local estimation that
follows invariant indexing. Steps of matching between the vascular centerline points in Is and one
of the off-line diagnostic images, Ij , stored in the spatial map generates constraints to refine this
transformation. Several iterations of refinement yields the final (correct) alignment shown in white.
See Figure 10 for more results.
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Figure 6: Illustrating the intuition behind prioritization of grid boxes for tracing. The boxes are
rectangular image regions whose corners are formed by the intersection of grid lines (a). Six boxes
are labeled (b)-(g) on the left and shown at high resolution on the right. Boxes (b), (c), (d) and
(g) illustrate cases when the seed points provide strong clues about the presence of landmarks. In
contrast, Boxes (e) and (f) illustrate cases when the seeds points suggest the absence of landmarks.
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Figure 7: Grid box boxes near landmark locations should get higher priority. Two landmark
locations, q1 and q2, are shown. The inner and outer circles surrounding each are radius r and
R respectively and represent the minimum and maximum distances over which the landmarks
can participate in a constellation. The most promising location to search for more landmarks is
the dark grey region (indicated by the arrow) because a landmark there would participate in one
constellation of triples and two constellations of doubles.
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Figure 8: Illustrating tracing in a grid box. Tracing is initialized at five seed points (shown in
white) on the boundary of the box. One runs out of the box and terminates immediately. The
others form the green trace points and meet to form the intersection (landmark) locations shown
in red.
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Figure 9: Illustrating the hierarchical grid analysis. The image shows the coarse resolution sam-
pling, with several further levels of subsampling in one box. The actual trace points are shown in
green. Three landmark locations are shown as red dots.
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Figure 10: Sample images illustrating different levels of success. Panel (a) shows a highly successful
case (140 seed points, 114 trace points, 2 boxes traced, 3 detected landmarks). Panel (b) illustrates
an average case (162 seed points, 336 trace points, 7 boxes traced, 4 detected landmarks). Panel
(c) illustrates a less favorable and less frequent case that typically occurs near the retinal periphery
where the vasculature is sparse (84 seed points, 1445 trace points, 55 boxes traced, 5 detected
landmarks). Panel (d) illustrates a case of complete failure, due to very little overlap with the
spatial map (95 seed points, 2983 trace points, 133 boxes traced, 8 detected landmarks).
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Figure 11: Illustrating the relative performance of three different scheduling algorithms over a
sequence of 373 image frames (1024 × 1024 pixels each). The plot shows the fraction of images
for which spatial referencing has succeeded for the given number of trace points. “LC based” is
prioritization of tracing using prediction of landmark constellations (Q(b)). “Landmark based”
is priorization of tracing using prediction of landmarks alone (q(b)). “Random scheduling” is a
random ordering of boxes.
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Tables

Avg # Avg # Time (milliseconds)
Priority Traced Traced Success Seeds Tracing Referencing Total

Method Levels Boxes Points Rate(%) M A M A M A M A
Random 1 35.8 1047 95.7 23 22.7 22 24.4 11 15.1 55 61.5

LM 1 8.9 429 96.8 23 22.7 8 10.4 9 14.2 40 47.5
LC 1 7.1 340 96.8 23 22.7 6 8.3 9 13.9 38.3 45.5
LC 3 9.4 392 95.7 10 9.5 7.7 9.8 6 10.9 24.3 31.2

Table 1: Performance of prioritized tracing/spatial referencing based on three different scheduling
schemes. All tests were done on a 2.2GHz Pentium Xeon processor. In the table, ’M’ means median
and ’A’ means average. “Random” refers to random ordering of the grid boxes, “LM” refers to
prioritizing the grid boxes based on landmarks alone, “LC” refers to prioritizing the grid boxes
based on extraction of landmark constellations. The hierarchical grid analysis used m = 2, for 3
levels overall. All tests were on 1024× 1024 pixel images.
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